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Think about it. How much valuable data do
you send every day at work via email?
Chances are, it’s a LOT.
Now consider the negative consequences that
you could suffer if your valuable business
data were compromised. You could lose your
information, your reputation, your customers,
or even your company!
Since Postini is coming to an end, it’s
imperative that you find a new way to secure
your data.
CognoSecure Email Protection and
Continuity is the answer! With our email and
spam security services, you can gain peace of
mind knowing that you’re safe from suffering
negative consequences due to emailed data
becoming compromised.

Low-cost Email Protection and
Exceptional Spam Protection
CognoSecure Email Protection and
Continuity services are a cost-effective way for
you to easily prevent threats from negatively
impacting you and your end users. There are
no setup or upgrade fees with our services,
and our rates are very affordable.
With our services, you can also rest assured
that you will be protected from spam and
other harmful emails. Our spam detection
system is top-of-the-line and analyzes
your emails to determine whether or not
they could pose a threat to the security of
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your data – it’s one of the most accurate and
innovative filtering processes available today!

Convenience and Effectiveness
With our email and spam security services,
you don’t have to buy any hardware or software,
so there is nothing that requires maintenance
or updates. We also offer complimentary 24/7
customer support to ensure that, if you run
into any issues, they can be resolved as
quickly as possible by our friendly team of
trained experts.

“With our services,
you can also rest
assured that you
will be protected
from spam and other
harmful emails.”

Also, our multilayered email scanning makes
us one of the most effective email and spam
security providers in the industry. We scan
for harmful malware and block both viruses
and worms.
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Stay Productive and Minimize
Downtime
If your email network experienced an outage,
you would likely fall victim to costly downtime.
Whether the outage was caused by a natural
disaster, a power outage, or something else, you
would need to make sure that your productivity
was not affected.
With CognoSecure Email Protection and
Continuity, you can rest assured that you,
your employees, and your customers can stay
connected 24/7. Our web interface allows every
user to send and receive email messages safely.

“Our web interface allows every
user to send and receive email
messages safely.”
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When it comes to your email and spam security,
don’t compromise your data and your company
by settling for less than the best. We’ve helped
countless companies secure their emails
successfully, and we want to help YOU next!
Contact Cognoscape today for a free email
and security assessment, and learn how
CognoSecure Email Protection and Continuity
can help your business remain secure.
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